AUTOMATIC GUIDED VEHICLE SYSTEMS
FLA 1650 – Automatic Guided Vehicle
For the Packaging Industry













Link manufacturing with warehouse operation
Automatic load pickup & delivery
Load Capacity 1650 lbs., lift 125” or as needed
Stacking capability for a wide variety of load heights
Track load ID and production data
Compact vehicle dimensions requiring little floor space
Deep lane storage capability
Laser/contour guidance with free ranging capability
Onboard PC with user-friendly nonproprietary software
HMI display panel with easy to use interface and a text
error display in English or any language
Simplified diagnostics and troubleshooting via keypad
and display panel
Estimated 20 year life cycle, no planned obsolescence

MECHANICAL
The vehicle chassis is built on a massive
steel plate at the base of the vehicle
frame. A low center of gravity makes the
vehicle very stable at any speed and in
all turns. The frame and the upright are a
one-piece assembly, with no more than
ten integrated parts, which are welded
together.
DRIVE, STEER and LIFT
The drive/steer unit is an integrated
design with a drive motor, a steering
motor, and a fail-safe brake. The lift unit
is a ball screw driven by an electric motor
with a parking brake. Encoders measure
the movements of the lift and the travel
very accurately. The drive/steering wheel
and the two rear fixed wheels are located
a short distance from each other, which
gives excellent turning and reverse travel
capabilities.
There is no hydraulic system on the
standard version of this vehicle.
LASER MAST
The laser navigation unit is on an
adjustable mast with the laser head
soaring above the highest load stack for
the best navigation in a high stacking
warehouse. In other areas of the plant
where the ceiling height is lower or
through doorways the mast will
automatically adjust down to access
these areas.
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
The vehicle is powered by a 48-volt
battery with a capacity up to 420-ampere
hours with which the AGV can operate up
to 24 hours before the battery has to be
exchanged or recharged. The battery can
be transferred sideways off the vehicle.
The AGV can also be equipped with
opportunity charging using a much
smaller battery. There will be charging
collectors located underneath, on the
side, or overhead as required per
application.
All the AGV control
components are located in a NEMA 12,
fan/filter ventilated electrical cabinet.
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
The vehicle offboard control system used
for multi vehicle and advanced systems
operation is De’Carte™, which is based on
Windows 2007 or XP and MS Visual
Studio.net object oriented software
development techniques. It utilizes ODBC
(OpenDataBase Connectivity) for easy

CONTROLS
The controls are state of the art yet field
proven in hundreds of AGV’s. Laser or
wire guidance in combination with drive
encoder inputs measuring the travel
distance combines for a reliable, easy to
use and easy to install guidance system.
The AGV can operate under its own
control by its onboard micro computer, or
be remotely controlled by standard PCs
which can handle systems with multiple
AGVs. The AGV can also be operated
manually by use of a pendant.
SAFETY
For personnel protection the AGV has a
front laser sensor for slow down and
stop. In the front there is also a
mechanical bumper to stop the vehicle
for debris on the floor not detected by the
laser scanner. In the rear there are
bumpers on the outriggers and photo
electrics for people and load sensing.
The AGV is equipped with an emergency
stop button on each corner, warning
lights, horn and an electronic beeper.
LOAD HANDLING and GRIPPER
There is a fork tip bumper in each fork for
safe load handling. A load flap sensor in
the fork back indicates that the load is all
the way onboard the fork. When handling
two 104” tall loads the top load is secured
with a gripper which holds the pallet
safely as the total load becomes 208”
high.

integration and compatibility and supports
virtually any database including MS
Access, SQL server, and Oracle.
A
system can be run from a standalone PC
or be interfaced with a host computer
system with ERP or WMS.
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